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Illinois Prairie District Public Library - Roanoke Branch Renovation: A Case Study
Abstract:
Since the purchase of the existing facility, the Illinois Prairie District
Public Library has been planning a renovation of the Roanoke Branch
building. Delays in funding and reprioritizing of projects has put the
project on hold indefinitely. This paper intends to analyze this plan in
light of current funding and industry forces.

Introduction:
The Illinois Prairie District Public Library (IPDPL) formed in 1950. The boundaries are
formed by the combination of eight northwest townships in Woodford County, Illinois. These
townships our Partridge, Cazenovia, Linn, Clayton, Spring Bay, Worth, Metamora and Roanoke.
It is the largest library district in the county by population and revenue. The current Roanoke
Branch facility has been identified for a renovation in 2018 due to three main influences. These
catalysts are explained here. In January of 2017, the IPDPL opened doors to a completely new
branch building in Germantown Hills. The
previous branch location was a converted
private residence across a four-lane state
highway. The need for a new Germantown
Hills location had been a part of the District’s
strategic plan for nearly 30 years. Figure 1
shows the front elevation of the new building
compared to a snapshot the old. This building
project, the biggest in IPDPL history, finished

Figure 1 Top: New Library. Bottom: Old Library

nearly $500,000 under budget(Hilyard). The entire upgrade has been a marked success with
notable increase in patron attendance and use in 2017. In addition, the third and final cause for
the prioritization of the Roanoke Branch renovation was the retirement of the longtime IPLPD
director. In June of 2017 the library trustees hired a new progressive director from outside the
county with ideas on increasing library patronage across the whole district, not just the newest
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building. These three events: $500,000 under budget, increased patronage and hiring a new
director, all provided the needed incentive to prioritize the rehabilitation and renovation of the
Roanoke Branch Library building (IPDPL Website). This paper intends to address the question
of: Are the renovation plans of Roanoke Branch library the best use of district funds and are they
supported by academic sources, budgetary research and demographic analysis?

Literature Review
Concerning the history of libraries. Popular belief places Benjamin Franklin at the
beginning of public libraries in America. This common and corporate understanding is only
partly true. Franklin did establish a library company of Philadelphia in 1731. This library did
have a paid librarian and circulated books. However, funding for Franklin’s Library was based
on subscriptions not taxes. The first library supported by public funds is reported to be in
Peterborough, New Hampshire in 1833(Epstien). These first libraries commonly were geared
towards highly educated and elite members of society. Whether exclusively private,
subscription-based or publicly funded, early American libraries carried the same purpose as their
modern ancestors. Jacob Epstein explains that this way in his paper History of Urban Main
Library Service: “A common principal evident in each of them (libraries) was the belief that
the printed word was important and should be made available to the ordinary citizen who could
not own all of the literature which was of value” (Epsiten;598). The public libraries purpose is
not always that clear.
Towards the late 1800s a controversy of sorts developed in and around the distribution of
works of within the library system. In their 23rd annual report in 1875, the trustees of the Boston
Public Library wrote; “it is no part of the duty of the municipality to raise taxes for the
amusement of the people” (Harris.6). After World War II another movement washed across
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American libraries that still holds to this day. This was the idea that libraries were to facilitate the
democratic process by providing human knowledge available to all who might seek it, no one
was excluded and no authoritarian pressures were to be influenced by the librarian (Harris:41).
To some degree this new philosophy liberated librarians to actually achieve this goal. Instead of
the responsibility of educating the public on any
number of subjects, the new task was to simply provide
information and let the patron educate himself. In this
argumentative 1972 article, Michael H Harris states that
this philosophy has led to (at that time) a crisis of
identity for librarians and libraries in general; “The very
existence of the public library appears to be in jeopardy;
public librarians and appear both concerned and
confused. They find themselves asking, as did their

Figure 2: IPDPL Mission Statement

predecessors more than 100 years ago, ‘What is the purpose of the public library?’” (Harris.44)
For the purpose of this paper, this question has been answered on the IPDPL website as see on
by Figure 2.
As a subject, our library district is considered a rural, it is important to get a sense of what
that means to its similarly rural patrons. One librarian in 1990, Bernard Vavrek, determined a
need to find out what the rural constituents and library visitors were looking for. Among his
counterparts and available subject scholarship, he reported a despondency or lack of attention
given to the actual needs of the rural library visitor. What surveys were available always
consisted of an urban and very metropolitan Library. Vavrek himself authored two documents.
The first assessed the information needs of rural Americans in 1990. This report surveyed 300
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public library districts in 1989 that served no more than 25,000 people. The secondary telephone
survey successfully contacted and collected 2485 responses (Varvek.23). Respondents spoke
about the flight from downtown areas, where libraries traditionally are, and described preferring
suburban life and urban sprawl. In both his reports, Varvek shows that public library users are
largely older retired persons or female, 80% to be precise. When his colleagues question
methodology of this report Varvak ran another survey of 157 libraries, reemphasizing the same
results. The concluding paragraph seems to sum up the transition for libraries into the disruptive
age of the Internet. “The concept of library has been radically changed in a short time.

Clearly, the Internet is an example of the new librarianship.” (Varvek.35). Just last year,
Cynthia Hughes confirmed these findings in the Public Library Quarterly paper: Rural
Libraries Services for Older Adults. The report concludes that most effective rural
libraries consider partnerships with existing services for complimenting programming
options. Providing these as "...book clubs and nutrition programs at local eldercare
organizations." (Hughes.54) This continues to enhance the value of library patronage
across all ages.
In more modern times with the worlds knowledge on the Internet within our pockets or in
front of their face on a screen, libraries have become less of a destination for gathering of
authoritative information and data. Still library users feel themselves to be continuing their
education or learning by using a library. In 2016 Pew Research study shows that 79% of patrons
that used a library apply the term ‘lifelong learner’ to themselves. (Rainie.3) This latest shift for
public libraries has occurred in the past 10 years. This same Pew study shows that women and
higher educated adults are still among the most common patrons of libraries and library websites.
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Figure 3: Serving the Needs (Source- Pew Research)

For certain demographics of society, the library is viewed as a part of their educational system.
These groups “...are more positive about the way libraries fit into community educational
ecosystems in the way they serve respondents and their families”. (Rainie.18). Figure 3 shows
that a majority of adults say their local libraries serve the educational needs of the local
community. Many Americans do not know how much services their libraries actually provide. E
book borrowing, online career and job resources, GED classes, entrepreneurship programs, and
technical certification courses are all services provided by many public libraries. In a very real
sense, the modern library has been able to adapt within a disruptive environment in order to
remain relevant to its tax base.
Every year the Library Journal distributes and funds a survey of US public libraries. The
survey is distributed by size, shape and location of the public library. The Journal usually
receives between 300 and 500 replies to its survey. In 2017 the Journal published that the 467
respondents reported a 3.4% increase in library operating budget(Peet). A Majority of the survey
comprised of small libraries serving less than 10,000 people. Our subject library has over twice
that population it serves. Still, the gains reported are not limited to these smaller libraries. Within
the category our library district falls, serving the population between 10,0000-24,999 total
operating budget grew 3% to $900,000 on average(Peet). The Library Journal’s survey shows
that monetary gains matter for the source of revenue that each library has. In the Midwest these
public libraries have 7.2% less state funding over previous fiscal years. Though Illinois was not
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explicitly mentioned in the results, residents here can assume our state budget has encouraged
that decline in funding. Technology grants are also a part of monetary gains for these libraries.
As the report notes 79% of the respondents receive an average of $112,000 of grant money(Peet).
With notably older data, but a far more comprehensive survey is the Institute of Museum
and Library Services (IMLS), Public Libraries in the United States Survey. This much more
detailed survey discusses expenditures and revenues along with materials and visits per capita.
In addition, there are calculations and figures for staffing and librarians with accredited masters
degrees by location and population size with discussions on circulation, program attendance and
public access Internet usage. While this data is from fiscal year 2014 they provide some great
insights for comparison of our subject library district. Well the library journal survey indicated a
increase in revenue year-over-year, the IMLS reports a decrease of visits between 2013 and 2014
by 3.0% and in Illinois specifically the visit decrease rate was 3.6%(The Institute.35). As with

Figure 4 Ten Year average of Library Staffing Levels.

any taxing body, staffing continues to be a large percentage of a libraries budgetary constraints.
The IMLS survey breaks down staffing levels per 25,000 people (patrons). This metric is close
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enough to the population of our subject library, we will use it as a benchmark of proper staffing
levels. Figure 4 above is taken from the survey and shows these ten-year nationwide averages of
library staffing levels. It is noteworthy to mention that though not in this specific report, the
Institute of Museum and Library Services websites shows that library staff for the same 25,000
population metric but for the state of Illinois average was at 18.5 staff in 2014 (The Institute).
Despite decreasing staff and the explosion of the internet on smartphones, America still
highly values its libraries. The American Library Association report of 2009: The Condition of
US Libraries report that 217Million Americans agree or agree strongly that a public library
improves the quality of life in a community (8.4). The Great Recession in 2008 affected all
aspects of our society, libraries were no different. State budgets across the country slashed
funding for library grants and other sources of money. Libraries had to rely more heavily on their
tax base. In Illinois, most library districts were already funded through property taxes and levy
these through the county they are within. In 2009 funding hit a low point, 40% of public libraries
reported either flat funding or a decrease from 2009 into 2010 (Davis.6). With the benefit of
hindsight, we can now see that lean time and budget shortfall has learned to be dealt with in the
past eight years. This self-reporting study shows that
library visits have increased from 2002 to 2007 by 14%
(Davis.24). Public libraries in America are important to
us. These spaces encourage collaboration when they are
designed to do so.

Findings
The current IPDPL budget employs simple and
straightforward line-item funding allowing the trustees
Figure 5
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and director to effectively plan and pay for what services are programmed. See Figure 5 for a
partial snapshot of the IPDPL budget document (IPDPL). The district continues to maintain a
healthy fund balance for future planning and potential years of lean revenue. The board proposes
that the Roanoke Branch renovation is to be paid completely out of this fund balance.
The existing Roanoke branch building was formerly a funeral home. The footprint of the
entire existing building is
5,700 sqft with just over
2,500 sqft available to be
used for library purposes
(IPDPL Packet.23). The
rest of the building is a
community food pantry and

Figure 8

Figure 7

storage for district (non-circulation) items. See Figure 7 for image of the existing children space.
Figure 8 is the operating food pantry which will be considerably downsized in the renovation.
From a survey of concerned persons that would use the renovated library, the top vote was a
children’s play area reinforcing the Varvek study. Secondary uses included small group study
areas and computer use areas(IPDPL
Packet.18). The proposed plan
includes all of these spaces and
prioritized for the community use of
meeting rooms and locations. Figure
6.1 shows an image of the modeled

Figure 6.1

proposed space. The intention of the Library Director and board is to create a space that is
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available for collaboration and creation of a community culture for the Village of
Roanoke(Shoemaker). They understand the measure of success of any community social
endeavor is based on the inclusion and success of their students(Crow.99). New renovation will
design the circulation desk to be a points of focus and prominence within the library space. This
makes it more than just a
checkout aisle for books.
Group study rooms and
meeting areas become points
of collaboration equipped with
tables chairs whiteboards and
all the necessary quiet in order
to build community

Figure 9.2

(Adamson). Figure 6.2 shows a conceptual model of proposed meeting room area. As a point of
procedure; the Dewberry plan has been preliminarily approved by the trustees and expects to be
finalized in the May meeting with construction occurring 2018-2019 (Shoemaker).

Research Methods
A demographic review of the population within the libraries district is important to
understand the patrons served. The IPDPL has assumed a growing population for the last few
decades. Based on population projections district staff has operated under the assumption that
they serve over 21,000 patrons. Seeing that the district is comprised of a very specific set of
township county subdivisions, population estimates are fairly easily attainable. According to Esri
Inc. demographic data models and availability the IPDPL serves an estimated population of
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22,392 in 2017 (Esri). This coordinates surprisingly well with the library director’s assumptions
and corroborates planning for future expansion.
Natural comparisons would be made between Germantown Hills branch location and the
Roanoke facility. Data science gives us the opportunity to look at facts and not just anecdotes. In

Figure 10

reality, aside from sharing a highway, the two locations are not very similar. Population within a
10-minute drive of the Germantown Hills branch is 16,660 while a 10-minute drive from the
Roanoke Branch only brings in 3,872 potential visitors. Likewise, median household income is
also skewed towards Germantown Hills which is $82,183 in the same 10-minute drive. Roanoke
is almost a full $20,000 less with their median income at $62,301(Esri). Figure 9 shows a map of
the five (red) and ten-minute (green) drives from the Roanoke and Germantown Hills locations
within the boundary of the IPDPL with the other three locations marked as a green star.
However, the geographic coverage of this drive time analysis is a full third of the entire
IPDPL region. Given the previous discussion on community benefits of collaboration spaces, this
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dissimilar nature should not disallow Roanoke from benefiting from a newly renovated library
branch. In Fact, quite the opposite is true.
In addition to demographic study, the tax base analysis was in order for this research to
project potential future revenue for the district

House

Estimated

Total

number of

Property

homes

Tax Levy

library. The Illinois Prairie District Public

Value

Library levies a 0.256% on the equalized

$25,000

190

$4,053

assessed valueation for taxpayers. For example,

$50,000

998

$42,581

$100,000

1351

$115,285

$150,000

1370

$175,360

fair market value of $300,000 will pay taxes on

$200,000

980

$167,253

1/3 of that or $100,000. The IPDPL then takes

$250,000

728

$155,307

$300,000

926

$237,056

$400,000

269

$91,819

$500,000

280

$119,467

$750,000

85

$54,400

81

$69,120

a homeowner in the district with a home with a

0.256% of that or $256 of a resident’s tax bill
goes to the district(IDOR). Data estimates of
housing values for the district can take these

$1,000,00

calculations into considerations and give a

0
Total

reasonable valuation for future revenue from
the county tax levy alone.

Adjusted Total Levy 2022

$1,231,701
$1,539,816

Table 1

Considering the IPDPL tax rates and projections of housing values Table 1 shows the
estimation of incoming revenue through the year 2022. When comparing the Esri Housing value
data to the existing tax levy collected in 2017 of $1,280,974.11 (PDF) the calculated difference
was applied back to those 2022 numbers resulting in an estimated adjusted total of $1.5 million
dollars to be levied by 2022 assuming a moderate increase of property values.
Esri data and subsequent calculations are available for more projection analysis upon request.
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Analysis & Conclusions
A complete 45-page plan of the renovation, from the selected architectural firm
Dewberry, is available on the District website. For this paper we are not assessing the
effectiveness of this particular plan but if the renovation, in a general sense, is a wise use of
district funds. Given the current state of the IPDPL and its existing fund balance, revenue
projections and increase patronage, remodeling of the Roanoke Branch is not only feasible it is
wise and recommended. It is important that the current library director and trustees understand
that healthy community connection and appropriate programming will increase readership and
patronage to the Roanoke library branch location. Collaboration with the local school will draw
afterschool attendance and daytime use of these spaces this, in turn, brings further adoption and
ownership to the community space (Adamson). Further research will likely expose the
programming needed for the community within the newly renovated space.
The Illinois Prairie District Library understands its mission and purpose. The trustees and
director have a vision to become a central community centers within each of the branch locations
municipalities. The programs selected, and considerations given to underserved areas are
important part of what the IPDP is. The Board of Trustees are, and have been, fiscally
responsible with taxpayer dollars. The Library Director is forward thinking and applies this
vision to the future of all their branch locations. With renovation, Roanoke library branch will
operate as a community center bringing value to the Village as well as unification of the
community it is within. Research done for this paper fully endorses moving forward with the
IPDPL Roanoke Branch building renovation project.
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